
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. G001902

JUAN DOMINGUEZ CLAIMANT

OK FOODS RESPONDENT
SELF INSURED

OPINION FILED JANUARY 17, 2012

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERIC PAUL WELLS in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by GARY UDOUJ, Attorney, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by SCOTT ZUERKER, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On October 20, 2011, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on August 17, 2011, and a pre-hearing order was filed on

August 19, 2011.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all pertinent dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his right

knee.
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By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Additional medical in the form of physical therapy for the

claimant’s right knee.

2. Whether the claimant’s current low back difficulties are a

compensable consequence of his compensable injury.

3. Related medical.

4. Temporary total disability from July 15, 2011, to August

11, 2001.

5. Attorney’s fees.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“(a) Claimant sustained a compensable on
9/11/08 for which he was provided reasonable
and necessary medical care and treatment,
including a repair of a posterior cruciate
tear and replacement of anterior cruciate
ligament by Dr. Stephen Heim on 10/27/08.
Within days Claimant suffered a venous
thrombosis below the knee on the right side.
On 7/17/09, Claimant was again admitted to St.
Edward Mercy Medical Center as a result of
developing an abdominal wall hematoma, which
was noted to be a common adverse effect of
subcutaneous injections.

(b) On 6/21/10 Dr. Andrew Heinzelmannn, Ozark
Orthopedics, diagnosed an ACL deficit knee and
recommended an ACL revision.  Claimant was
provided physical therapy and provided
numerous restrictions including lifting and
temperature restrictions.  Claimant was
released and returned to work.  Claimant’s
treatment physician, Dr. Heinzelmannn, stated
he would refer Claimant to someone
[specialist] for his back or spine and
continued physical therapy.

(c) Respondent denied any treatment for
Claimant’s back injury, and denied any
additional physical therapy as not warranted.
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(d) On 6/23/11 Claimant’s attorney obtained
an opinion from treating physician, Andrew
Heinzelmannn, M.D., that Claimant should be
referred to a back or spine specialist, “at
least for an examination.”

(e) Dr. Heinzelmannn recommended continued
physical therapy for “strengthening & home
program.”  Dr. Heinzelmannn held these
opinions within a reasonable degree of medical
probability and dated them 6/23/11.

(f) Claimant continued to work within his
restrictions.  On 7/15/11 Respondent refused
to allow Claimant to work without receiving a
doctor’s release to return to work.

(g) On Thursday, 7/21/11, Respondent
instructed Claimant to have FMLA forms
completed and returned within 15 days or be
terminated.  

(h) Entitlement to attorney’s fees and costs
as allowed by law.

(i) Claimant contends he is entitled to
damages under § 11-9-505(a) from 7/15/11 to a
date to be determined.

(j) Respondent without reasonable cause
refused to return Claimant to work on 7/15/11;
Claimant was injured in the course of his
employment; suitable employment was available
within Claimant’s physical and mental
limitations.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“a. Respondent contends the claimant did not
sustain a compensable back injury as that term
is defined by Act 796.  In addition,
Respondent raises the Statue of Limitations as
a defense;

b. Respondent contends that additional
treatment for Claimant’s compensable knee
injury is neither reasonable nor necessary.
See response under subsection a;

c. See response under subsection a; and,

d. See response under subsection a, b and c.
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Respondent contends that attorney’s fees are
not authorized by Ark Code Ann. §11-9-715 as
amended by Act 1281 of 2001 for any additional
medical treatment.”

The claimant, in this matter, is a forty-eight-year-old male

who suffered an admittedly compensable right knee injury in

September 2008 while employed by the respondent.  The claimant

received medical treatment for his admittedly compensable right

knee injury including an ACL reconstruction in 2008, knee

arthroscopy for meniscus tear in 2009, and a revision ACL

reconstruction in 2010.  The claimant’s first two surgeries were

performed by Dr. Stephen A. Heim and his final surgery was

performed by Dr. Andrew Heinzelmann.

A medical record dated December 29, 2010, from a visit to Dr.

Heinzelmann states:

“HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: He is seen back
for his right knee.  He is postoperatively
right knee ACL reconstruction and is doing
better.

IMPRESSION: Postop ACL reconstruction, right
knee.

PLAN: At this point Mr. Dominguez has reached
maximum medical improvement.  There is no
permanent impairment.  He has a full release
to work without restrictions.

It has been a pleasure to take care of Juan
Dominguez and this ends our workman’s
compensation care.”

On June 21, 2011, the claimant’s attorney authored and sent a

letter to Dr. Heinzelmann about the claimant’s back and right knee.

Dr. Heinzelmann was asked to respond to at least two questions.

The questions and responses are as follows and can be found at
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Claimant’s Exhibit 1, Page 20:

“1. Based upon Claimant’s continued complaints
of pain in the back and spine, is it still
your opinion Claimant should be referred to a
back or spine specialist for at lease an
examination?

A. Yes.

2. Assuming Claimant continues to complain
about limited function and considerable pain
in the right knee, do you have an opinion
whether Claimant would benefit from any more
physical therapy and/or medical care?

A. Yes.

Comments: Physical therapy for strengthening
and home program.

I hold these opinions within a reasonable
degree of medical probability held in my
profession.”

The claimant has asked the Commission to consider two central

issues in this matter.  First, whether the claimant is entitled to

additional medical treatment in the form of physical therapy for

his right knee.  Secondly, whether the claimant’s current low back

difficulties are a compensable consequence of his compensable right

knee injury.  We will first consider the claimant’s back

difficulties and whether they are a compensable consequence of his

compensable knee injury.

It is undisputed that in January 2008 the claimant fell on his

backside while working for the respondent.  A document that was

introduced by the respondent and is found at Respondent’s Exhibit

1, Pages 2-3, documents this fall and the claimant’s treatment.

This fall predates the claimant’s compensable knee injury which

occurred in September 2008.
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The respondent has also introduced a nurse’s note from its

nurse’s station dated March 9, 2010, regarding the claimant.  That

note is found at Respondent’s Exhibit 1, Page 1.  It is a hand

written note and I have below restated the body of the note to the

best of my ability:

“EE came to the N/S and stated his lower back
is hurting.  I gave EE some sports rub and he
stated that he slipped and fell in the plant
over one year ago and it is hurting now.  EE
states it hurts after bending over for several
hours and he cannot even bend over to tie his
shoes.  I checked EE’s file on Ultipro and the
only fall he reported happened on 01/19/08 and
accident report was done by Janet Smith.  EE
states it has been bothering him for about 6
months but he has not reported it to the N/S.
EE states he told lead Orlando about a month
ago that it was hurting and told him again
today.  EE states sports rub is not helping
any.  I called Barbara Dowdy and she said to
do a new accident report, drug screen, and
w/c.  Then sent EE to doctor in the morning.
Barbara said to call Misty Jerry first.  Misty
Jerry stated that Oklahoma w/c requires that
an injury be treated within two years after
incident and since its been over 2 years EE
will have to see his own doctor about this.
Misty stated to not do a new accident report
w/c.  I asked EE what made him think that the
accident over two years ago was causing this
pain?  EE stated he never thought about it
until he started hurting him now and the only
accident he can think of was the incident over
two years ago.  Once I told EE that w/c would
not cover this because it had been over two
years and he would have to see the doctor on
his own he refused any pain meds and said the
sports rub was working and walked out of the
office just fine.  EE’s supervisor Eddie Crisp
stated that EE never said anything to him
about this.  A translator was present this
entire time and EE understood everything I
explained to him.  Translator was Heath
Roberts.”
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The claimant introduced a document that appears to be a record

from his file in the respondent’s human resource department.  The

document states:

“EE came into HR office wanting to know why we
are not allowing him to return to work.  I
explained to ee that he had to have a DR.
Release to come back.  He stated that he had
tried and not been successful.  He states that
he went to Nurses station in 7/14/2010 to
request to see Workers Comp doctor again
because his knee had been bugging him.  He
states that was the ONLY reason he went to see
the nurse.  He said that they did not do
anything all the nurse did was ask for his
number & said she would contact him.  EE
states he came to work the following day only
to be told he could not work because the
supervisor rec’d an email saying EE could not
return to work.  EE states that he was
escorted off the property after going to see
nurse and told he had to have FMLA paperwork
filled out.  EE Once again wants to return to
work and wants to know what needs to be done.”

The document was signed by the claimant and the respondent’s

HR coordinator, both dated the signatures August 3, 2011.

The claimant also introduced medical records found at

claimant’s Exhibit 1, Pages 21-22.  The document at Claimant’s

Exhibit 1, Page 21, is a certificate to return to work or school

dated August 8, 2011.  It indicates chronic low back and right knee

pain, but places no restrictions on the claimant.  The certificate

was signed by Dr. N. Van Hoang.  The document found at Claimant’s

Exhibit 1, Page 22, appears to order x-rays for the claimant’s

lumbar spine and right knee due to chronic low back pain and right

knee pain post surgery.  This medial document was also signed by

Dr. Hoang.  These are the only documents I find from Dr. Hoang and
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they have very little information about the claimant or his back

and knee difficulties.

At the hearing, in this matter, the claimant gave the

following testimony about his right knee and back difficulties:

“Q.   Okay, have you had problems with the
cold with your right leg since your accident
on September 2008?

A.   Correct.

Q.   You had problems recently, I mean, do you
still have problems with the cold with your
right leg?

A.   Correct.

Q.   Okay, are you able to crawl?

A.   No.

Q.   Are you able to kneel on your right knee?

A.   No.

Q.   Are you able to lift seventy-five pounds
regularly like your job description suggests?

A.   No.

Q.   Are you able to work in extreme cold like
your job description suggests?

A.   No.

Q.   Did Doctor Heinzelmannn give you any
restrictions when he released you?

A.   No.

Q.   Were you still having problems with the
cold and kneeling and crawling and not being
able to lift seventy-five pounds?

A.   Correct.

Q.   Okay, are you asking the Court to be –
for more physical therapy for your leg?
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A.   Correct.

Q.   Are you asking the Court to send you to
somebody to look at your back to see if it’s
related to your knee and to be able to help
you?

A.   Correct.

Q.   Could you show the Court how you walk?

A.   Correct.

Q.   Go ahead and demonstrate.  Get down, if
you would, and show the Court how you walk.

     (Claimant walks across the floor)

Q.   Do you have a knee brace on?

A.   Correct.

Q.   Okay, do you walk any differently without
the knee brace?

A.   The same.

Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

          BY THE COMMISSION:  You may be seated.

              (Claimant returns to the witness stand)

Q.   Did you complain of limping while you
went to see Doctor Heinzelmannn?

A.   Correct.”

On cross examination the claimant was asked about his March 9,

2010, visit to the nurse’s station regarding his back and his visit

to the respondent’s HR department about his knee as follows:

“Q.   Mr. Dominguez, when did you go to the HR
office at OK?

A.   The 14th.

Q.   Okay, and that was after you had been to
the nurse, correct?
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A.   Correct.

Q.   And why did you go to the HR office after
you had been to see the nurse?

A.   Because they got me out of work.

Q.  Okay, and this document that’s been
submitted to your or by your attorney says in
it that you told the person in HR that the
only reason you went to see the nurse was
because of your knee.

A.   Correct.

Q.   Why did you tell her that it was only
your knee?

A.   Well, lets say I wanted to see the doctor
because it was hurting to much.

Q.   But had someone at OK Foods taken the
position that they weren’t going to send you
to the doctor for your back?

A.   Well, I don’t know there’s a nurse there
that she didn’t even explain to me why they
got me out.

Q.   Did someone at OK tell you that your back
injury had happened more than two years ago
and they were not going to send you to the
doctor for your back?

A.   It was not two years.  I had been there
for like a year a half.

Q.   But my question is, did someone at OK
tell you they weren’t going to provide you
treatment for your back?

A.   Correct.

Q.   And after they told you they weren’t
going to provide you treatment for your back,
did you then ask for treatment for your knee?

A.   Correct.

Q.   And that’s when you went to the HR office
and said, no it’s not my back I need treatment
for my knee, is that correct?
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A.   Correct.”

It is the claimant’s burden to prove that his alleged back

difficulties are a result of his admittedly compensable right knee

injury.  The claimant is unable to do so.  Other than the

claimant’s complaints of back pain, no evidence has been submitted

that shows any connection of the claimant’s right knee to his back.

A reference is made by Dr. Heinzelmann in a clinic note dated

November 23, 2010, which states:

“IMPRESSION: Postop ACL reconstruction, right
knee, now with some complaints of low back
pain and sciatica.

PLAN: Continue the current work restrictions
with lifting; no lifting greater than 30
pounds and we will add to that no working in a
cold environment such as the freezer.  We will
refer him to see someone for his back or spine
as I am not a back or spine specialist.  He
will keep our follow up appointment and
physical therapy from the previous visit.”

The claimant first complained in March 2010 about his back

and, when he discovered that the respondent would not pay for

treatment, his story about his back changes to his right knee.

While the claimant may have back difficulties, he has failed to

show a connection to his admittedly compensable right knee injury.

The claimant has also asked for additional treatment for his

right knee.  He relies upon Dr. Heinzelmannn’s response to his

attorney’s question found at Claimant’s Exhibit 1, Page 20.  Dr.

Heinzelmannn does indicate the claimant has a need for physical

therapy for strengthening and home program.  However, that was

based on the assumption that the claimant has continued to have

pain and limited function in his right knee.  Dr. Heinzelmannn gave
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that response sometime after June 21, 2011.  The claimant last saw

Dr. Heinzelmannn December 29, 2010, when he was released with no

restrictions.  The claimant appears to have only complained about

his knee after treatment for his back was rejected.  His

credibility is limited and the assumption of limited function and

pain of the knee that Dr. Heinzelmannn relied on are based on the

limited credibility of the claimant.  The claimant has failed to

prove his entitlement to additional medical treatment for his right

knee.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witness and to observe his demeanor, the following findings of

fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-

9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on August 17, 2011, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed August 19, 2011, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2.  The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence his entitlement to additional medical treatment in the

form of physical therapy for his admittedly compensable right knee

injury.
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3. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that his current low back difficulties are a compensable

consequence of his admittedly compensable right knee injury.

4. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is entitled to medical treatment related to his

back difficulties.

5. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence his entitlement to temporary total disability benefits

from July 15, 2011, to August 11, 2011.

6. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that his attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee in this

matter.

ORDER

Pursuant to the above findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


